
 

 

 
APPLICATION GUIDE 

Helpful hints for the successful application of Shieldcoat’s Stencilshield system 
 

PREPARING THE SURFACE 

- Newly poured concrete must be allowed to cure for at least 28 days before coating with any Shieldcoat products 
- Surface grinding is considered the most fool proof method of prep on all concrete slabs; however, it is not always practical to do 

so.  For example, exposed aggregate; it is usually more cost effective to screed a levelling compound over exposed aggregate 

- Previously coated concrete which is wearing off or peeling should always be ground to remove the old coating.  Stamped or 

patterned concrete which is wearing unevenly should also be ground to achieve a level surface 

- Acid etching is not recommended prior to the application of Stencilshield 

- Pressure cleaning should always be done with at least 3000psi. If using a rotary cleaner, the concrete must be rinsed 

thoroughly to remove dirt and dust that has settled back onto the concrete during cleaning 

 

CRACK REPAIR 

- When using Slab Repair to fill hairline cracks and repair surface imperfections, use a damp sponge and dry rag to remove all 

excess Slab Repair from either side of the crack, feathering it smooth.  This will minimize the appearance of the crack once 

coated with Stencilshield 

- Imperfections and porous sections of concrete that are not suitable for using Slab Repair can be filled with a thin coat of 

Stencilshield applied by trowel or squeegee.  Adding half a litre of Roofbond Extender or water to a bucket of Stencilshield is 

helpful in this case, for increasing the working time.  Feather the edges smooth and remove any trowel lines once the 

Stencilshield has dried 

 

FILLING EXPANSION JOINTS 

- Slab repair can be used to fill expansion joints 

- For best results when filling any joint or crack, which is more than 5mm deep and/or wide, it is best to apply Slab Repair in 2 or 

more stages of around 5mm at a time. Leaving 2 hours curing time between stages. This will enable the Slab Repair to dry 

through efficiently, rather than skinning off on top, and remaining moist underneath 

- Where time doesn't allow this, a small amount of cement powder, in a slurry can be mixed into the slab repair to speed up the 

curing time. This will allow applications of 10-15mm thickness in one stage. The downside of this process, is that any unused Slab 

Repair will harden in the bucket and become unusable 

- To make the cement slurry, simply mix a teaspoon of cement powder into 250ml of water. Then stir 50ml of the slurry into 1Lt of 

Slab Repair and begin applying it right away 

 

 

 



 

APPLICATION GUIDE - Continued 
 

 

 

PRIMING THE SURFACE 

- Primer Plus should be used as a primer under Stencilshield, unless; the concrete to be coated has been trowel finished and 

grinding is not possible, there is an existing solvent based sealer on the concrete in good condition, or, when preparing exposed 

aggregate for levelling prior to coating with Stencilshield.  In these 3 cases, Shieldseal X will be used as a substitute for Primer 

Plus 

- Primer Plus is very thin and watery, it is designed to be flooded on, and allowed to soak into the slab as much as possible.  Use at 

least a 20mm nap roller and refill it regularly 

- Shieldseal X is xylene based, and has a strong chemical odour.  Shieldseal X must be recoated within 24 hours, before it 

becomes too hard.  

 

GENERAL TIPS FOR SPRAYING STENCILSHIELD 

- Adding half a litre of Roofbond Extender or water to a bucket of Stencilshield on a warm day will make squeegee and spray 

application easier. Especially when applying a dark colour 

- Sit the lid back on the bucket at all times to stop the Stencilshield from forming a skin 
- Remove any dry product from around the top of the bucket before pouring it into your hopper.  This will stop you from getting 

annoying tip blockages 

- Use the medium spray nozzle 

- Always have some spare cardboard or drop sheets on hand to fine tune the hopper gun setup 

- Start with 20-25psi 
- Never open the trigger all the way when spraying  

- Thin coats are always best 

 

COATING BARE, BROOM FINISH CONCRETE 

- Follow all the steps above to prepare the concrete for spraying with Stencilshield 

- Once the primer Plus has dried enough to walk on (usually only 0.5-1Hr) you can begin spraying Stencilshield 

- Apply the 1st coat, aiming to cover around 80-90% of the concrete underneath.  Remember to only open the trigger half way or 

less or you will end up with thick, shiny patches without much texture. 

- As soon as the 1st coat is dry enough to walk on again, begin spraying the 2nd coat.  Take care to spray a thin, even coat.  Windy 

days make it quite difficult to spray so avoid this if possible. 

- On hot days, adding half a litre of Roofbond Extender will slow the drying a little, resulting in a stronger finish 

- Once the 2nd coat is dry enough to walk on you can spray the Fleck Coats, following the guide below 

- Allow 2 or more hours after applying the fleck coats before continuing to the sealing guide below 

 

SPRAYING FLECK COAT 

- Adjust the air down to 5-10psi 

- Test spray onto cardboard or a drop sheet 

- Spray horizontally and sweep from left to right moving quickly 

- Open the trigger more for large flecks and less for smaller flecks 

- Apply sparingly, you can always add more later 

 

 

 

  

 



 

 

APPLICATION GUIDE - Continued 
 

 

SEALING 

- Use a small Airless Spray Gun (Ozito, Atomex etc) to apply 2 light coats of Floorshield clear (water-based Urethane-Acrylic 

blend) 

- Add 10-20% water on hot days to allow for evaporation  

- Apply the 2nd coat at 90 degrees to the 1st 

- If you prefer to use a roller, Stencilshield can also be sealed with Concreshield Clear (solvent-based).  However, you must not 

seal it the same day.  The solvents melt the Stencilshield slightly, so you need to allow at least 24 hours curing time before 

applying the Concreshield in 2 thin coats using a 6-12mm nap roller 

- Apply the 2nd coat at 90 degrees to the 1st coat 

 

COATING SMOOTH, TROWEL FINISH CONCRETE 

- A light surface grind, followed by thorough pressure cleaning is the best way to prepare this type of concrete for the application 

of Stencilshield.  

- If this is not possible, follow this alternative method... 

- Degrease oil stains if required 

- Pressure clean with 3000+ psi 

- Fill cracks with slab repair once concrete has dried 

- Prime with 1 coat of Shieldseal X using a short to medium nap roller instead of the usual Primer Plus. The following step must be 

completed on the same day... 

- Apply at least the 1st coat of Stencilshield as normal. It is important this is done on the same day (within 2 to 24 hours) so that 

the Shieldseal X does not become too hard for the Stencilshield to get proper adhesion. 

- Continue with the remaining steps as usual 

COATING CONCRETE WITH AN EXISTING PATTERN 

- When it is preferred to keep the existing pattern, simply follow the steps for coating broom finish concrete above.  Keep in mind 

Shieldseal X might need to be substituted as the primer. 
- Surface grinding to remove existing stamped concrete, or cover-crete type patterns can be costly, and often doesn't completely 

remove the old pattern anyway.  We have found the following process to be more effective 

- If the area to be coated is shiny and has remnants of sealer on it, it is best to do a light surface grind to remove the top layer 

before continuing 

- Degrease oil stains if required 
- Pressure clean with 3000+ psi 

- Fill cracks with slab repair once concrete has dried 

- Prime with 1 coat of Primer Plus (or Shieldseal X) using a short to medium nap roller. The following step must be completed on 

the same day if Shieldseal X was used 

- Mix 1 bag of Rockcote PM100 render (or equivalent) with equal parts water, Roofbond Extender and Bond Crete (or equivalent) 

into a slurry suitable for application by squeegee. Usually around 3.5Lt of liquid per bag 

- Using a red rubber (600 or 900mm) squeegee, pull a tight, even coat of Render mix over the entire area to be coated with the 

Stencilshield. A small hand-held squeegee will be helpful for working up to edges and walls etc 

- As the render mix dries, it will shrink, so a 2nd coat may be required in some cases. Particularly if the pattern was 3mm or 

more deep 

- Allow to dry overnight 

 



 

 

APPLICATION GUIDE - Continued 
- Using a sharp shovel edge, trowel or scraper, remove and high points or render dags. Sweep away any dust and mask up walls 

etc if not already done 

- Apply 1 generous coat of primer plus with a roller short to medium nap roller 

- If the pattern is still visible, apply the 1st coat of Stencilshield with a Squeegee as well. Adding 0.5Lt of Roofbond Extender to 

each 10Lt drum of will increase the work time and make it easier to apply 

- Once dry, remove high points and dags 

- Continue to spray the 2nd coat as normal, and then follow with the usual steps for plain concrete 

COATING EXPOSED AGGREGATE 

- Before Stencilshield can be applied to exposed aggregate, the concrete must be levelled. Grinding is usually too costly in this 

case, so a thin cement-based layer is applied 

- Degrease oil stains if required 

- Pressure clean with 3000+ psi 

- Fill cracks with slab repair once concrete has dried 

- Prime with 1 coat of Shieldseal X using a short to medium nap roller. The following step must be completed on the same day... 

- Mix 1 bag of Rockcote PM100 render (or equivalent) with equal parts water, Roofbond Extender and Bond Crete (or equivalent) 

into a slurry suitable for application by squeegee. Usually around 3.5Lt of liquid per bag 

- Using a red rubber (600 or 900mm) squeegee, pull a tight, even coat of render-mix over the entire area to be coated with the 

Stencilshield. A small hand-held squeegee will be helpful for working up to edges and walls etc. 

- As the render-mix dries, it will shrink, so a 2nd coat may be required in some cases. Particularly if the exposed aggregate is old 

and the stones are very prominent 

- Allow to dry overnight 

- Using a sharp shovel edge, trowel or scraper, remove any high points. Sweep away any dust and mask up walls etc if not already 

done 

- Apply 1 generous coat of primer plus with a roller short to medium nap roller 

- Continue with the usual application steps as if coating normal broom finish concrete 

 


